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SMEs(Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises )are indispensable for the policy: 
“Public entrepreneurship, innovation”. According to the statistics provided by《Annals 
of SMEs (2014)》,The profits of SMEs industrial enterprises with annual revenue of 
20 million yuan or more from their main business operations have provide 60% of 
total income and revenue,50% of total asset and tax-income in China, hence the SMEs 
have become an important force in the national economy. However, the SMEs only 
get 30% of total bank loans, less than 20% of total funds raised by both issuing 
corporate bonds and stock issuance. As the financing situation of SMEs is not 
optimistic, SMEs’ development is lower than expectation recently, hence the “Public 
entrepreneurship, innovation” Policy are facing grave problems.  
the main point of this paper has been raised as followed by analyzing the 
situation and problems of three main SMEs’ financing methods(bank loans ,Corporate 
bond and equity market)，comparing the three main SMEs’ financing methods to the 
NEEQ market:(1)” fluidity is not bad, the cost and request of SMEs’ requirement are 
not too high” are the characteristic of NEEQ. Hence the NEEQ is an effective 
financing market to those SMEs with effective internal control system. (2)Apart from 
providing financing support to the SMEs, the NEEQ also extends the SMEs’ brand 
influence, improves the SMEs’ corporate governance and so on. Meanwhile,as the 
information is clear , the investment and withdraw investment channel is open ,the 
supervision is effective in NEEQ, more and more stakeholder outside the company are 
willing to provide more funds to the SMEs through NEEQ , (3)In order to boosting 
the development of NEEQ, suggestions are listed as followed:publishing detail rules 
of admission requirementto reduce unnecessary rectify and reform; setting up 
different requirement of different sub-market to balance the structure of investors; 
broadening the qualification of Market to improve the market’s fluidity. 
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